
Information about decisions taken in 17th National 
Convention about ACP PATNA 

 

This is to caution everyone that don’t confuse about some steps taken by Individuals on the 
issue of ACP PATNA. When things move in positive direction, such elements claim that 
everything is progressing due to Court Cases and particularly case filed by them. When some 
negative developments took place they put entire blame on ARTEE Central Leadership. Such 
elements are now trying to form a group parallel to the Central office of ARTEE. This is an 
Anti Association Activity. Such type of acts send a message of divided house to the 
Management and Management will try to take advantage of these Acts. 
 

ARTEE Central Office is most sincere on all the issues including ACP PATNA. We discussed the 
issue in 17th National Convention, Allahabad on 20.11.15 and took important decisions. We 
wanted to publish all the Resolutions together, but since some opportunists are trying to 
spread confusion for fulfilling their political motives, we are publishing the decisions below: 
 

[1]. House approved the decision of adopting the same procedure, which was adopted for 
granting the ACP to the applicants of OA 514/2004 (B.K.Roy and Ors.) and of OA 597/2012 

(DEWA) by withdrawing the Scales granted through 25/02/1999 Order  on Individual Basis 

for availing the benefit of ACP PATNA.  
 
This will also help in solving the issue of Recovery due to 25/02/1999 scales. 
 
[2]. House decided that no Individual Case will be filed by ARTEE Members as it has been 
advised by our Advocates that so many cases have also contributed in sabotaging ACP. We 
are waiting for the date of 14/12/2015 and after this option of filing the case with best of 
Legal Support will be taken. 
 
[3]. Any effort of collecting money or any instigation to ARTEE Members by any Member for 
filing Individual Case shall be treated as Anti Association Activity and shall be dealt 
accordingly. 
 
[4]. House also decided to authorize Central Executive to take any decision in exigency in the 
interest of the issue. If required Zonal VPs shall be consulted. 
 
We want to make it ample clear that Central Office is utmost sincere towards the ACP 
PATNA and shall do whatever required. We Appeal our Members not to fall in trap of people 
who want to take ahead their political motives by simply sensitizing the sentiments of our 
Members.  
 
We took decisions on other issues also and all of these shall be published soon. 
 

Central Office. 


